
 OAT Summer 2020 Centre-Assessed Grades Process  

Whilst the government is currently consulting on the exam grading and assessment for 2020, we are not 
expecting them to significantly change the guidance published by Ofqual on 3rd April.  

The government has stated that it expects that the national picture for teacher-assessed grades will be broadly 
similar to that which would have occurred if the students had actually taken their exams. It is understandable that 
teachers might want to give more students benefit of the doubt by, for example, awarding more grade 4s than they 
might otherwise have obtained. As a Trust we want to help academies to produce fair and reasonable grades 
through the process of teacher assessment with a minimised risk of examination board moderation and a zero 
impact on the 2021 cohort.  

Since the Ofqual announcement we have spent time focusing on the creation of tools and guidance that will help 
all of us to navigate this process, with a suggested timeline and process that is shared and opens up informed 
conversations between our staff and our academies.  

The Ofqual guidance directs academies to make estimates of grades and rankings which will then be checked and 
moderated. This gives academies and teachers the flexibility within overall parameters to be as fair as possible to 
pupils within each subject. Principals and senior leaders will be actively engaged in ensuring that the grades 
submitted by their academy are appropriate and that there is an overall process of control and oversight.  

OAT will provide templates that will be very familiar to [OAT analysis tools] and have been designed to allow staff 
to focus on the quality of assessment and the pictures it paints, rather than the mechanics of creating rankings.  

Importantly, within the whole school [OAT analysis] document, we have looked to provide academies with a 
personalised view of how their live grades and headline figures would look in a range of contexts so that centre-
assessed grades have an additional layer of sense checking prior to submission. This is not to say that headline 
figures are being artificially limited by the trust, but simply to raise awareness of any increases or decreases in 
headline figures that are outside of the bounds of normal statistical expectations*.  

*This is in line with the statistical standardisation procedures that were announced by Ofqual. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Shared Process  
  

Stage  Action  Who  

1  Collate information about which objective evidence that could be used in the 

process,  

including NEA (non examined assessments) progress & mock performance.  

Subject leaders  

2  Proposed evidence decided and shared with senior leaders  Subject leaders  

 

3  Discussion with senior leaders over evidence base and mark calculation 

decisions to ensure fair and robust process  

Subject leaders & 

senior leaders  

4  Data teams distribute either OAT template or local template for 

recommended subject grades by teachers  

Data managers to ensure that [most recent student performance] data 

republished to class teachers  

OAT Data Team & 

Data Managers  

5  Subjects calculate the overall grades and ranking for each student from the 

evidence base and carefully check the calculations  

• 2019 to 2020 comparison highlighted (in line with ofqual statistically 

standardisation procedures) 

• Reference to national and OAT distributions and (KS4) transition 
matrices for subject level moderation  (in line with ofqual statistically 

standardisation procedures) 

  

Class teachers & 

subject leaders  

6  Draft subject recommended grades entered into [OAT data analysis tool] to 

quality assure process and detail  

Data managers   

7  • Review of recommended grades using national benchmarks and 

understanding of past centre performance (in line with ofqual 

statistically standardisation procedures) 

Senior leaders  

8  Final draft recommended student grades   Class teachers & 

subject leaders  

9  • OAT moderation of grades (in line with ofqual statistically 

standardisation procedures) 

Regional Directors  

10  Explanation of process with governors Principals  

11  Finalised grades released to admin teams for submission to examination 

boards  

Exam managers  

  

 

 



Key Principles  
This OAT process has been built to support the ASCL guidance published early in the Easter holidays.   In 

particular, we wish to raise awareness of these following principals:  

 

Teachers need to estimate grades.  Rankings alone would be insufficient.  

Teacher grade estimates rather than just rankings give additional information about the internal distribution 

of candidates. For example:   

• a purely statistical model may predict 20 students each attaining grades 7,6,5 in their subject. But 

academy teachers would know that the actual performance of the candidates might be clustered as, 

say, 15 students with grade 7, 30 with grade 6 and 15 with grade 5. This allocation would be fairer to 

the candidates, but not inflate the overall and average grades.   

• small subjects where there is a practical component may generate grades which are quite different 

from predictions. For example, in music there might be four candidates who should get 9,8,5,4 

because of widely different practical ability compared to a distribution based on prior attainment such 

as 7,7,6,6, which generates the same average. A ranking process alone would be deeply unfair in 

this case.  

Students need an objective mark in each subject  

Whilst Ofqual only require academies to submit grades and rankings for pupils, a vital intermediate step at 

academy level is first to produce a mark for each pupil in each subject and then move to the grades and 

rankings from that mark. The absolute value of the mark does not matter and is not related to grade 

boundaries, but the relative value of the mark will give both the ranking and, importantly, a sense of the 

distribution and clustering of the students as indicated in the examples above.   

Starting the process by sorting a list of pupils without objective information will be more prone to unconscious 

bias.  

Special consideration   

Academies should think through how they will approach special consideration requests. Decide where they 

should be directed and how to separate them from those doing the grading until a final stage. The same 

guiding principle about determining the most plausible grade based on what is known still applies to students 

in this category.   

Why the final grade distribution may be different from national predictions   

This is the most complex and sensitive part of the whole process both in principle and in practice.   

The Ofqual guidance states:   

"We are working with technical experts within exam boards and others to develop this model, which will 

combine a range of evidence including   

• expected grade distributions at national level   

• results in previous years at individual centre level   

• the prior attainment profile of students at centre level "   

It would be appropriate to adjust assessed grades upwards or downwards based on centre performance in 

particular subjects. Typically subjects vary within schools so one would expect centre-assessed grades to 

reflect this variation.  


